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INVESTIGATION OF THE LIFT
FOR AERONAUTICS
NO. 889
DISTRIBUTION
OVER THE SJSPARATE WINGS OF A BIPLANU*
By i). Ktichemann
An investigation is made of the mutual interference
of the wings of a biplane under the general assumption
that each wing may be replaced by a vortex system of the
type given by the Prancltl wing theory. The additional ve-
locities induced at each wing by the presence of tho other
are determined by the Biot-Savart law and converted into
an equivalent change in angle of attack, the effect %eing
that of an additional twist given to the wings in changing
their lift distributions. The lift distributions coInputed
in this manner for several airplane types are compared
with the results of measurement.
Notation
In general the subscript o will denote the value
for the upper wing, whereas the subscript u will denote
the corresponding value for the lower wing;
x, y, z,
a,
h,
t,
b,
rectangular coordinates (right-hand system); the
y axis laid in the direction of the bound
or lifting vortex of the lower wing positive
to starboard, origin taken at the center of
the wing, and the x axis forward
stagger of the biplane system = separation of
lifting vortices in the x direction
wing gap = separation of lifting vorticesin the
z direction
wing chord
wing span
* ‘fBerechnung der Auftriebsverteilun.g iiber die einzelnen
Fliigel eines Doppeldeckers. l!Luftfahrtforschung, Oct. 10,
1938, pp. 543-55.
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‘q= 2y/b, nondimensi.otial coordinate in the y direction
a
Ui ,
Uiou>
CLiuo,
Ue ,
fe,
v,
u, w,
A.,W, i!!,
.. . .,,
and ag, angle of attack measured from the zero
lift direction “of the upper wing
self-induced angle” “of attack
angle of attack induced at the upper wing by the
presence of the lower wing
correspondingly for the lower wing
effective angle of’atta’ck
effective rise of cam%er
undisturbed velocitY at” in’finitY
induced velocity components in t~le x and Y direc-
tions, respectively
lift, drag, and moment per unit length
A
Ca =
section lift coefficient
-’
2
w
cm = -— , section drag coefficient
$&t
6
M
cm = section moment coefficientQv2t2 ‘
2
— I
Ca = total lift coefficient of a wingg“~z~ ‘
-—
Ca
d’
total lift. coefficient of, cellule referred to the
total area.
r, circulation
Ca t
y=-.l-= nondimensional coefficient of the circu-
bV.2b’
. . . . ,,
lation “’
*’=b2/F,” aspect ratio of a wing
I ,.,
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“I@”REVIE17,OF pREVI()”US WO~K DONE ON THE BIPLANE PROBLEM
,,
The solution of tn~ monoplane wihg problern”having been
obtained, that of the biplane lifting system consisting of
the combination of two. airfoils presents new problems for
the airfoil theory-to solve, because of the fact that each
wing is located in. the. disturbed flow”produced by the other.
Each wing of the cellule therefore exerts an essential in-
fluence on the position and magnitude of the aerodynamic
forces on the other. From tile practical viewpoint, anan-
swer is required to the following two questions:
1. How large is the total lift of each of the” wings
and of the biplane combination?
2. How is the lift distributed over the span of each
wing?
In connection with the second question, a third one
arises, namely ,
3. ‘What lift distribution gives the minimum induced
,dra~ of the lifting system?
The first question has already received t“he attention
of a large number of investigators, whereas an attempt to
answer the second will be the object of the present paper,
TO the third questions a general solution had already been
found very early in the development of the theory.
I should like first to give a brief review of the
work that has so far been done on the biplane problem.
This work is almost entirely concerned with the answer to
the first question. It is convenient to distinguish two
groups of theoretical investigations . A first group con-
siders wingsof finite span (three-dimensional problem).
In those investigations in which only the total lift is to
be determined, assumptions are made on the” lift distribu-
tion so that each wing is replaced ‘either by a horseslioe
vortex or by a vortex system with e}liptic lift distr~bu-
tion. It is then possible to cons;.der theoretically” the
mutual interference of such vortex systems. The “finite
chord of the airfoil is only approximately taken into” con-
sideration. In contrast to this group there is a second
. .<; ,,,-
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larger group of investigations, which takes the effect of
the finite chord into account by considering the two di-
mensional flow, but which does not take into account the
ef.fec.tof the finite span or only” estimates it. This sec-
ond mode of treatment has the advantage over the first in
that the mathematical aids of conformal transformation and
integral equations are to a large extent made availalle
and this also explains the large number of these investi-
gations. The method has the disadvantage that’ the effect
of the chord, which is mainly taken into account, is in
general considerably smaller than the effect of thg finite
span of the wings. We shall first consider the group of
investigations,which deals the solution of the first prob-
lem, namely, that which takes the three-dimensional pr”ob-
lem as the starting point.
The first computation of the mutual. interference ef-
fect of two airfoils which led to ,practical formulas is
due to A. Betz (references 1 and 2)’. The general method
of treatment is essentially the same as that given in the
present paper and will be preseatcd in detail, below. As
a basis, the assumption was made that the lift is uniform-
ly distributed over the span (simple horseshoe vortex).
It was possible in this way to determine the change in
total lift to a first approximation. A refinement of the
metlhod by L. Prandtl (references 3 and 4) assumes elliptic
distribution for both wings. The carrying through of the
computation was in this case, however, made considerably
more difficult so that only simpler probleins than those
considered by A. Betz could be solved. In connection with
this, H. von Sanden (reference 5) gave a numerical compu-
tation of the deviation in the obtained mean downwash veloc-
ity induced by the trailing vortices as given by the tk.eory
when uniform, and elliptic lift distributions, respectively,
were assumed. There was obtained the oft-mentioned result
that the differences in those mean values that arc of im-
portance for the total lift and drag are not usually very
large. An attempt was made later to take greater account
of the wing chord. The due consideration of the wing chord
is, as we shall soe later, important for the reason that
not only is the velccity at one wing changed by the pres-
ence of the other but also the strear~lines in the neigh-
borhood receive a curvature. lT. K. Bose (reference 6) has
particularly investigated the effect of curvat:~re of the
streamlines. A comparison of his results with those ob-
tained for the streamline curvature in the present paper
showed good agreement. A comprehensive presentation of
this method of treating the biplane problem has teen found
by R. Fuchs (reference 7), who has developed and refined
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the method in a paper as yet unpublished:, so that the total
lift may be deter-mined by this method with sufficient ac-
cuia”cy i-n’’’mostQf the prac.tical’’cases occurrin-g. ‘This es-
sentially completes the list of the first group of papers.
which concern’s itself directly with the three-dimensional
problem. All these theories are based on particular as-
sumptions on the lift distributions ovor the two wing,s and
compute the change in the total lift.
A brief reference rilay be made here to the papers which
deal with the answer to the third question and which are
also concerned with the three-dimensional flow about the
‘biplane cellule, These are the papers by L. Prandtl (ref-
erences 3 and 4) and by lyi.M. Munk (reference 8) in which
is determined the lift distribution which gives the.:rni,ni+
‘mum induced drag of. the biplane cellule. These papers also
~ contain general theorems on the induced drag of biplane
lifting systems.
Again returning to the reports that have appeared on
the solution of the first of tie above-mentioned problems,
we come to that group in which tne problem is reduced to a
two-dimensional one. It is not possible here to give a
detailed account of all the methods used. Essentially the
two-dimensional flow about two infinite airfoils was inves.
tigated with the aid of the theory of conformal transforma-
tion or that of integral equations. The first investiga-
tion of this kind with reference to practical application
is that of W. ;,;.Xutta (reference 9), whose investigation
was again carried out more in detail by R. Gramrnel (refer-
ence 10), In the papers by E. Pohlhausen (reference 11),
AM, M . Idunk (reference 12), B. Eck (reference 13) , T, Moriya
(reference 14), H. Glauert (reference 1!5), M. Lagally (ref-
erence 16), C.”B, Uillilcan (reference 17), I.Tani (refer-
ence 18), C. Ferrari (reference 19), E. Pistolesi (refer-
ence 20), G. Schmitz (reference 21), P. Teofilato (refer-.
ence 22), J. Bonder (reference 23), P. Koebe. (reference 24),
I. Il. Garrick (reference 25), and E. !3raeser (26), thero is
treated principally the conformal transformation of two cir-
cular arcs into profiles, and conclusions are then derived
for the biplane. The amount of computation for specified
profile shapes is, however,. quite considerable. In some
of the papers the very important effect of the trailing
vortices (see computation under section 111) is sufficient-
ly well taken into account: B. Eck (reference 13) replaces,
for example, the effect of the’ trailing vortices by a uni-
form downwash velocity and thus the flow about the biplane
by a two-dimensional flow, a mean circulation, and an
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elliptic lift distribution being assu.med.for both wings.
In various French papers the fiesults of the two dimension-
al theory are given and partly extended to the three-di-
mensional cases. A comprehensive report covering this
work by Ii. Nenadovitch will be found in reference 27. He
also conducted a large number of measurements on approxi-
mately two-dirilensional flows. This practically completes
the list of theoretical investigations.
The theoretical papers are supplemented by a number
of Cxperlmenta.1 papers. IrIaddition to the abowe+mentioned
French measureinents (reference 27), tilere are those of 1.1.M.
.~unk (references 2d and 37); also, a large number of English
.~easure.~lentsof which we may mention those of W. L. Cowley
and H. Levy (reference 29), W. L. Cowley and C. N. H. Lock
(reference 30), and IY. L. Comley and L. Jones (reference 31)
(some further though not so detailed measurements are found
in the British A.R.C. Reports and memoranda); further, tne
results of t-ne Aerolyna:filc Experi.~e~ital Institute of G6t-
tingen (reference 32) and those of F. H. Norton (reference
33), a quite comprehensive series of ineasurements by the
Toronto University, Canada (references 34, 35, and 36) in
which are included also pressure distribution measurements;
and finally the tests of A. I. Fairbanks (referOnce 38),
o. E. Loeser (reference 39), L\l.Knight and R. ‘Il.Noyes
(references 40 and 41) , and H. A. Pearson (reference 42).
Seine of these measurements will be used for checking our
results. Unfortunately, measurements of a kind t“nat will
satisfy all requirements and from which the lift distribu-
tions over the wing spans may be obtained exist only in
ver>- saall. number, so that a systematic test program includ-
ink: pressure distri.”oution measurements in a larfle wind tun-
nel would be very desirable.
In conclusions reference may be made to a group of
papers which are concerned with the development of working
charts for practical application, utilizing the theoretical
and experimental results available. Of chief importance
are those of i?. Kuhn (reference 43) and T. S. Diehl (refer-
ence 45). In these a knowledge of the total lift of the
cellule is assumed an3 this lift is then distributed be-
tween tne upper and lower wing. A determination of this
kind can be only very rough since tlie paraiTieters of stagger,
gap , span, chord, lift slope, angle of attack, and decalage,
as we shall see below, do not always enter linearly. A
comparison of our results. .with those of W. S. i)iehl,(refer-
ences44 and 45) indicated tne possibility of making the re-
sults of the latter agree accurately with o-~rs.
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In the present report an ‘“attempt will be made’ to anti:-
swer the secand of the-above-mentioned questions’ (section
I). ‘lieshall therefore consider ,a biplane of finite span
and try to compute the, lift d.istri~ution over ,,eac”hwing’ .
for.a given shape 0$ the biplane cellule. The exac,t:dist-
ribution is important for the ‘static computation of the
c,ellule and for the. computation of the field of flow ’abo~t
-,.tilewings, particularly fqr the downwash at’’th? t’ai’1~”and
finall,y, for the determination of those pos.itib~s il’orig.
the span at which with’’increasing angle of attack the’ max-
imum :lift coefficient Camax is first attained. ,
For the main portion of the computation we shall re-
place each of the airfoils by a straight lifting vortex
filament with variable circulation as is done in the
Prahidtl theory for the monoplane (fig. l). The lifting”
line will be passed through the center of the profile sec-
tion. It will, however, appear below that, particularly
for small gaps and in the range near the zero angle of at-
tack, this simple assumption will not suffice and it will
be necessary to replace each wing by at least two vortex
filaments. HOW this is to be done will be shown more in
detail later, section V. This substitution takes account
of the finite chord of the wing. We also take into consid-
eration the wing chord in all cases in the determination
of the effect of the streamline curvature.
;~e shall first determine the mutual interference of
the two wings of the biplane. The vortex system of the
lower wing”in~uces- at the location of the upper wing addi-
tional velocities which may be converted into a change in
the angle Qf attack of the upper wing, and conversely.
This is equivalent to a twist given to eacn’ wing tiy the
presence of’”the other. With the aid of this additional
angle of attac’g, which we shall denote as “externally in-
duced ,IIand the’’s~lf-induced angle of attac~, we can then
compute the effective angle of attack from the geometrical:
Cteo = CY.o-’CZio - ~iou
,. ,“,” “,
,.
Cteu = CY.u”- Ct’i - ~iou”
u
(1)
.“
(2)
. . ,.,. ( .,. : .
“., ,..
.,
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The subscripts o and u’ ..will deno.t.erespectively the up-
per and lower wings, so that, for example, aiou is the
angle of attaclk of the upper wing induced by the presence
of the lower. Wit”h the ail of these equations, the two
Prandtl for the monoplane can beproblems set up by L.
solved for the case of the bip~ane. The first problem;
namely, to determine the wing shape for a given lift dis=
tribution, offers no difficulties. In this paper we shall
consider “the practically more important prOblem, ”na1nf31y,
for a given biplane cellule to compute the lift distribu-
tion over each wing. We must first determine the external-
ly induced or interference angles of attack ai and
Ou
CLi~a as functions of the shape of the biplane cellule” and
the angles of attack of each wing...
III. DETERMINATION OF THE INTERFERENCE ANGLES OF ATTACK
AND THE SETTING UP OF THE GEN~AL EQUATIO~?S
FOR THE CIRCULATIONS
The interference angles of attack ai and
Ou aiuo
result from the combined effect of many factors, which will
now be considered. In general, we deter:~ine according to
the Biot-Savart law the velocities induced at the midpoints
of the wing sections of one wing by the vortex elements of
the other and convert the x and z components u anti w,
respectively, in the usual manner into an increment in the
angle of attack.
The bound or lifting vortex of each wing induces at
the location of the other wing a change in angle of attack:
1. Through a change in the undisturbed longitudinal
velocity (x cornpoil~ilt)
2. Through an additional upwash or downwash component
(z component)
3. Through curvature of the streamlines as a result
of the change in w with x.
The trailing vortices induce at the wing a change in
angle of attack:
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1. Through additional upwash or downwash velocities
~~(z component) ...
2. Through curvature in the streamlines due to change
of w with x.
We first consider the upper wing (fig. 2) . The de-
tailed computation of the velocity components according to
the Biot-Savart law may be. dispensed with here (see for
exaillple, Glauert (reference15)). We need only consider
somewhat more closely the conversion into angle of attack,
the effect of the change in tile undisturbed longitudinal
velocity, and the curvature effect.
In order to determine the first, we start with the
Prandtl airfoil equation for the monoplane;* which may, for
exa.nple, be the upper wing alone:
:CJ
r
‘2
o 1
r
d r. d yot
.——
=ao-— — —.
iiyo~ Yo - Yo’c1 Veto
o
4 H V. . b.
—
.-
2,
(3)
and assume that
V. (= V + Av= V 1 +~: )
where v is the’ undisturbed velocity and AV its incre-
ment , that is, the x component of the velocity induced
by the lifting vortex of the lower wing at the upper wing.
Equation (3) thus becomes on multiplication by (1 + AV/V):
b.
. .
r
‘-z-
0 All 1
I
“> d ~. ,d yot
—= a. + a. — - —
.Clovto v 4nV. bod701% ‘Yot
---
2
..
The velocity increment “ A V thus corresponds to a change
in tile angle of attack
.
:XI’t is assumed that the flow is potential.
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(see fig. 4),
The curvature of the streamlines due to the lifting
vortex of the lower, wing gives rise to an angle of attack
increment (see, for exarqle, Gl,auert, reference 15)
to to 3 Woz
Lao= ()- =.. -——4 I?. 4ax~V o
where R
o
is the radius of curvature of the streainlines
and -w. t~~e ~ conponent of the velocity induced at the
z
upper wing by tb.e lifting and trailiag vortices of the lom-
er micg. The equation is based on the practically adequate
assumption (see, for example, Pistolesi, reference 46) that
a -olane wing in a flow concave downward possesses the same
li~t as a wing convex downward -possesses in an uncurved
flov. Limiting ourselves to the linear members in tha dis-
turbance velocities, we obtain
It is of interest to corn-parethe curvature effect obtained
if in
=Oz only the effect of the lifting vortex is talken
into account arid if also that of the trailing vortex is con-
sidered. The result appears in all the computed examples
whicti.include the normal range of stagger-gap ratio a /h
that the effect of the lifting vortex on the curvature of
the streamlines is graater by far than that of the trailing
vortex (fig,. 6). It can thus be understood why the previ-
ously carried out computations of tkie curvature effect for
two-dimens,ional flow where only the ir~fluence of tile lift-
ing vortex was taken into account Cave relativc;ly good re-
sults. All the above couside:-ations may correspondingly be
ap~lied to the lower wins (fi~. 3) .
Before writin,q down the equations for computing the
circulation, we sV.UA1lintroduce a few more brief notations:
N.A..C.A. Techni.cal:”Memorandum
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for the upper wing, and
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-= if
10
= f
30
for the lower wing.
As may be easily seen fl , fa ,
r, e
=f
2U
=f
3u
and fl f2
u’ u
11
represent geometrical distances (see figs. 2 and 3), which
may be read off from a drawing ,of the cellule and. thus the
computation simplified. The teri~s f30 and f respec-
3U’
tivoly, were obtained by the combination of other expres-
sions.
Combining, we obtain from (1) and (2) after some trans-
formations for the circulation ~istribution of the upper
wing:
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Yobo 1 “’
/
a.70 d.~ol
—=a~-— — -,——
1
(monoplane equation)
% Oto 2~T, d~o! ~ot ‘no
–1
. .
2 +1b,1
[
,,: d Tlu’ -
+ -— ao h Yu — (change in longitudinal81TL J“l flo3 velocity)
+1
d ‘qUt
+a~7u —— (downwash due to lifting vortex)-
*in flo3
-1 @
b. ,4 )
+1 .30(a2+n2) -2~~Tu’-~ojf
-/ [
) f
‘Yu
30
..—.— . a.-.—.—.——.—.— 1
f. 4
-—- ~ ~lul
~
< f
-1 3f( “o 10 20 J
(.iownWash 3ue ,to trailing vortex)
t ~+ 1 1
2’
+-Q
/{ ?’Ll.;—; -
RJd Tu’ 1 (curvature effect)
4._l 10 ‘ 10 -i ~
wilere y = ~/~vo
..>.
,,
For the Iomer wing we obta”in from equation (2):
,.
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y~.~~ ‘. ,J1 .”.1.’
/
,ii.Yu ,,a ‘iu’= “et’u--””- (monopl’anq equation)
Clu tu 21-r.-l dmut Tut -’Tu
+ g[-f+r+’?oy<~elocit,)(change in longitudinal
.
-1 u
:,+ 1
“/ d qol-a ?0 -— (downwash due to lifting vortex). fl 3
.—1 u
IJ 4
,+1
‘~ {
)
1
f~u (a’+h’ )-2 (~~~L ~u ,f3~
70
—T + a —.———-.—.
f“
d To
f zfd
-1 ‘u lU ‘u
(downwas~~ due to trailing Vortex)
: /’+lio{+--”:Jm:]+J (curvature effect)
~
---1 lU lU
,,
The sketches, (figs. 4,and 5) serve to clarify the
signs of the angles of attack induced by the interference.
‘ (5;
It is particularly worthy of note in these equations
that tne -parameters do not always enter linearly. Th @
.term,which characterizes the change in the longitudinal
velocity is square with respect to the angle of attack (in
.,7 there occurs a. as a factor). The advantages .of the
.l~near theories, for example; the possibility of ottaining
the,total circulation through the superposition of the
‘simple basic distributions are thus lost.
,.. ,.
..
For our computation, we have only made. the assumptions
which are made,for the individual wings of the Prandtl air-
foii theory. For’ the determination of the angles of attack
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induced by interference, the cellule may be of arbitrary
s-hape.. The t,w.oe,qua,tiogs lead to the following conclu-
sions as to ‘the mutual interference of the wings of a“ bi-
plane cellule:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
In
tude of
win~ of
In general, the interference effect decreases
with increasing stagger h;
At the upper wing %o.d increases with increas-
inR span of the lower wing;
At the lower wing there similarly is a larger
Cl,iuo corresponding to a larger span of the
upper win:;
If .a,>o (forward camber) almost all factors
tend to a ldecrease in the effective angle of
attack at the lower wing, whereas at the upper
wing various effects may cancel” c.ach other.
It is even ‘oossible with la.r~cr stagger to ob-
tain an increase in the effective angle of at-
tack for tile upper win~. FOrward stagger al-
ways affcct~ t~ae lower ~~:~f?more than tb.e up-
Der.
If a<O essentially t-!lereverse of the above
holds true.
order to obtain an idea as to the order of magni-
the various factors each is plotted for the upper
a recent biplane (exariple III) in fignre 6, where
there is also included a plot of the self-induced angle of
attack.*
.
The coinbined effect of all the factors results in
downwask over the greatest portion of the span, so that
a.Iou’ according to “eq-~ation (1.), is mostly positive (in
fiS. 6 the positive .direction is downward). The greatest
effect is that silown by the tip vortices for which the
part corresponding to the unstaggered cell,ule (term without
a in (4)) is most prominent. The effect of tke trailing
—.—————.—-
—— -——-
*with regard to tile peaks that occur in the ai o curve ,
it is to be observed that these are due to’s discontinuity
in the twist of the upper surface.
,...
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vortices on the curvature of the “streamlines is slight as
,..
‘was mentioned above.. The..curvt$ture is .rnainly to be as-
cribed to the ‘effect’,of the lifting vortex. The liftS”ng -
vortex also exerts ‘aneffect’ through a ch~nge in the lon-
gitudinal velocity and through up.wash,although these ef.
fects are”rel”atively small, From figure 6 the important
fact is to be noted that. in a more accurate theory all
terms in equations (4) and (5,) must be taken into account~*
.,
.
For determining the required ‘YO and Yu, we thus
have the two integrod.iffere.ntial equations (4,),and (5),
whose particularly inconvenient property is that .it is not
possible to effect a separation into two equations for 70
and Vu.
IV. METHOD OF SOLUTION
A solution of these two, equations for 70 and Yu
in closed form is hardly worth a,ttemptin~. ~?,eshall thus
try to determine’ the circulations froin equations (4) and
(5) by an approximation method where we may assume that
the interference and self-induced angles of attack are
saall compared with the others.
We first solve the equations for tile monoplanes
and
Yu bu 1 ~+1 d Yu
r
d Vu!
—= au - —
t
‘%u u d mu! ~l,lt- Vu2 ~ ./_l
*That the suin of all the parts in figure 6 approximately
agrees with the effect of the trailing vorticesis to be
ascribed to the special shape of cellule 111’ and cannot be
assumed as true in general.
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by “the inethod of ‘H’.Multhopp (reference 47) and obtain
,:
from tilese the zero approximation .’% (.oj and ~,1(0),
““iTiththese values, we ne’xt compute frolm “equations (4) “and
(5)\ ‘~i (yU(0)) and ~i (70(0)) (the integrations are
Ou Uo .,.
performed graphically) and substitute t’hese‘values in the
eqliatioils as a twist, that is, to be added to a. acd % *
and from these new values To(i) and Vu(l) are deter.
~~ned , and thus the biplane interference effects accou~t
for to a first approximation. Similarly we obtain ~o\2fd,
and ‘YU(2), etc. In this manner a well convergirrg itera-
tion process is made possible which gives us valu!es for ‘Y.
and Tu sufficiently, accu.ra.te for practical purposes even
after the first, but at most after the thj.rd approximation.
Having determined with sufficient accuracy tile values of 7,
we’may compute the induced angle of attack (1.i, the total
lift doefficieqts of each win~ Z;, tile induced drag coef-
ficient the rolling moment coefficient Clnqj andCwi ?
the coefficient for the ind:~ced pitching moment , cI~l~i for
each wing and for the cellule in the usual manner; as “well
as the remaining magnitudes depending on the lift distribu-
tion”(see section II).
As regards the practical carrying-out of the comp-,~ta-
tion the fol~owing may be said. The integrals of equations
(~>)and (5)are made up of a. few components that for the
most part may be “obtained graphically (see figs. 2 and 3).
The determination of the approximatioils is partic’~larly
simple, since in tile system of equations to be solved by the
method of i~iuithop;o, only the terms involving the twist por-
tion vavy. Jill tune computations uay be carried out by em-
ploying teclmical aids. ‘Tile ti:le required is about a ~eck
for simple biplane arfan~ements up to three weeks for :oore
complicated arrangements. Experienced computers can still
further reduce tile tii~e considerably.
Up to tkie present we have assumed that each wing may
be replaced by a lifting vortex” filaiaent. It appears, how-
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ever , that’ this assumption is not sufficient in some par-
ticular cases. The first difficulty occurs in the determ-
ination of “the stagger a. We had assumed that the cen-
ter of pressure at each section of each wing lies on
straight lines and denotes”the distances between these two
linesin the x direction by a. It is evident that in
the neighborhood of the zero lift of a wing this method
leads to contradictions sirrce the center of pressure then
travels off to infinity. Furthermore’, very close to a
wing the velocity field due to the substitution vortex
does not agree sufficiently with that of a wing of finite
chord, thickness, and camber. i?e are thus constrained to
improve the theory given above for the range near the zero
lift and the case of wings of small gap. A comparison of
tho computations and measurements given below will show,
however, that the sinrple theory with a single vortex ele-
ment is ‘sufficiently accurate in most cases if the gap-
chord ratio is equal to or greater than 1. To present the
relations correctly it would be necessary to replace each
wing by a lifting surface. A step in this direction is
the following metho~ which already gi<ves sufficiently good
results. .,
We replace each wing by two straight-line vortices at
right angles to.the flow and having strengths 1’1 and 1’2,
the position of the vortices being assumed atl/4 and 1/2
chord , respectively, from the leading edge of t-he wingso*
This method has the following advantages. In the first
place , by using two vortices the velocity field is more
accurately represented. In the next place it is now’ pos-
sible at eacil position along the span to have the center
of pressure of each of the substitution vortices agree
with the actual center of pressure at each wing section by
suitable distribution of the circ?~lation of the two vortex
elements. If only a single lifting vortex element is as-
sumed, it is impossible to ta-ke into account deviations of
the centersof pressure from the straight lines. I’izally,
on the assumption of two vortex elements, it is possible,
in a~dition to effects on t’he angles of. attack, also to
consider more accurately the curvature of the strea-mlines
due to the interference. Since the first vortex element
is assumed at 1/4 chord and the second at 1/2 chord from
the leading edge, the forward element, according to the
*~iore general singularity substitutions for the two-dimen-
sional biplane problem will be found, for example, in E.
J?istolesi (reference 20).
.-. —. —.. _____ . .—. -.-. —-... _____ . . . . . ... . . ..—. -...—— _
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theory, will take up the effects of the angle: of”attack and
the rear element, those of the streamline curvature. Prac-
tically, however, these effects are not .s0 easily separated.
,.
.-
.,
We must first set up- a theory of” t-he monoplane wing
which ,is replaced. by two lifting vortices. It’is to be
noted, however, that this theory is of use only in regard to
our fina~ object since in the case of the monoplane ~~.lone
the self-induced curvature of the streamlines is so small
that it nay be xeglected. Zn ad-dition to’ the’.angle of at-
tack equation
ye have the relation
fe=fg-fi
..
(6)
(’7)
for the camber f denoting in general t~e rise in cam]er
“of the section. In these equations we must express
f
ae ~
e* and ai * fi through the circulations of the two
lifting vortices. ~o determine CLe an~ fe, me consider
the relations at a wing cross section. gor the lift and
motient coefficient the following relations hold witj~ good
approximation
.- ,.
with
.:
..
..
We must further
culations rl
( 2 feCa = cat ae+— t )
~ 1’
(.
~f
-e
cm = Cz’ ae + -— )t“ .,
.,
.
.!
(~)
(
d ca.~.
-,
cd’ = \aa/
A’.—.>.?0 I;
‘(-”cal = \da )
A —> ~ J
express ca and cm in terms”.of the cir-
and !?= of the lifting vortex elements in
—
-. ,, . . . --, =~-—- —--–., —-. -— .- -
.. . . . .
. . .. :. ,., - ,.
.-,.
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order that we may have the relation between CLe, fe, and
r ra. A relation between these”magnitudes is given by
t~; requirement that the strength of-the vortices 1’1-
ra
and
%e such that the total lift and total moment at each
wing-section is not changed by the double vortex substitu-
tion.*
rl+re= $Vt (9)
‘With the aid of these relations and equations (8), there
is obtained
~rl+r=rl+re 1.2
ae=2 .-
2 ~.mt
(11)
Ca 1
—Vt —Vt
2’ 2
“ (12)
In equations (G)’and (?) there are still to be determined
~i and fi. For this we required the sum of all induced
downwasi~ velocities w at tlie midpoint (x = - t/4) and
we obtain
fi t I.ahlv)
, (Xi = ?/v and —=.—--=.—
.t8R. 8 a(x/t)
*Tile horizontal components of the disturbance velocity,
which produces PI at the position of ~a and r= at .
the position of 171 is assutied small in comparison with -
V and its effect is therefore neglected.
—. -....-——- .—.— .. . .. . .. . .. _.. _ . . . .. . ..________ .---- ..__ ---- ..__ ._
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where R is the radius of cnrvature.at the center of the
wing section through self-induction of the curved stream.
line. The value of w is determined by a method of sec-
tion 111, which need. hot be gone into hero,. We obtain
finally from equations (6)-and. (7) with (11) and (12), set-
ting ‘Y =1’/bv:
Yl+’v 2 1Y1+2’Y2
2 --——Caf *
4 cml t
2b 23
l-t 4 t’tCa cm
2il 2b
-d~t.+
.
—.
,
,-
_!d~l
I— .
.,
(13)
.
(1A)
.,.
There are thus set up the monoplane eqaations based upon
the assumption of two vortex elements for each wing.
These equations may be solved by iteration by determining,
for e~a~lple, as a rough approximation the sum Y1 -1-72
.. ..- - —-..—,.—. —. .._
-, “.. .“ “. ., -. .- -
. .
. .
.
,----- --. -,-,.’
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,,
,.
according to the usual airfoil theory,
Y1’.and Ya
separating into
according to the, two-dimensional theory (equa-
tions (9) and (10)) and- ,then,using these as initial val~es
for the iteration process, substituting in the right sides
of equatibns (13) and (14). ,,
“Through the biplane ”interference effects, the longi-
tudinal velocity, the angle of attack, and the curvature
of the flow”are cilanged by amounts AV2, Aaa, Afz, and
from these t“here is obtained a change in “Tl and r by2
amounts Lrl and Ar2 given by*
AT .a rl Tarl
Ar ~ =r -—~+—1 0a2 +1 —Af2
v aa 1. af 1
A Vz
r
a r~
1
a r2
Ar ~ = ra —v— + Aa2 + -— A fz
~aa
_l af
Ihese equations may also be put in the form**
In these equations we determine Cal’ and by plot-ca21
ting first Ca(am) for the entire wing and separating in-
*Stnce according,to thetheory 1=cm Cal /4 the terms in
. .
a r2
the square brackets drop out because LL=Q and -—
df aa
= Q... Actually this assumption holds generally only within
a restricted range of angle of attack. It is necessary to
carry tk.ese’terms along in so,me cases, therefore.
**It is here assumed as ab~ve’ t’nat the familiar relation
Ca = Caj(ae + 2 ‘e /t) holds for each wing, see formula (8).
—
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to Cal and ca~ according to equations (9) and (10) ; ~
The slopes of. ‘these cur+es give us the ‘required values.
It “will then appear whether ‘or’not “ = O, i.e., wheth-ca21,..
“er or not -the separation was necessary. If we’noiv substi-
tute in these equations for the disturbance values, the
expressions obtained in section 111 and also in equations
(13) “and (14) ‘YI + A ‘YI and ,72 + A’l= in place of Yz
afi”d Ya , respectively, we have the new integrodiffe,rential
equations, which must be satisfied by “T~ and 72. There
are obtained altogether four equations for the four un-
knowns Y. ‘YO vu and ‘YU
1’ 2’ 1’ 2“
,.
VI. RESULTS OF THE COMPUTATION
We silall now make use ~f the above method to compute
the lift distributions of several types of airplanes. Of
the five models computel (fig. 7’), measurements on only
the first three were available for comparison. Models IV
and V were freely chosen, the former representing the con-
ventional biplane cellule (two eaual rectangular wings
with rounded-off corners of aspect ratio 6 and gap-chord
ratio 1). The computation was performed for zero and mod-
erate forward stagger of the upper wing. Mod$l V repre-
sented the Iiilliting case of the sesquiplane w“ith ellipti-
cal wings. In presentinfl the results,
_there was first
computed the total lift coefficient ca from the formula
,.>+1
—
Ca =At vd~
./-l
for each wing and for the biplane arrangement and the val-
ues plotted against a. The angles of attack induced by
the mutual interference and the span~lise lift distributions
are given in section VII below where a comparison is made
of the various models. Unfortunately, only in the case of
model I was it po”ssible to compare the lift distributions
with the results of measurements.
Example;l; The computation was first carried out for
the cellule of a rather old type airplane* (model I), the
*Shape of cellule and other data as in the case of the re-
maining examples are given in figure 7.
I
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American single. seat’ ~ur,suit airplane PW-9 for whiclr de-
tailed measurements wer.e”available (r.eference,s 38 and 3.9).
. !This.,exargple was chosen- becau’s”e ‘pres”sure ‘di”st”ribut.i’on,’
measurements on each. wing and on the bipl,ane arrangement
were. avail~bl,e so that. the computation could be cormpared
with the results of tests. In figures 8 an@ 9 the compute-
d and measured distribution .of ‘Y= C“a t/2 b was plotted
against the span for each wing for various angles of at-
tack. It is seen that there is good agreement between the
two. On theupper wingthe first. approximation is already
sufficiently accurate while for the lower wing, for. which
the deviation from the undisturbed wing is consider~bly.
gre~ter, a second approximation was necessary. A t.hi.r.d
approximation would only slightly affect the results. The
total lift ~ is plotted for each wing as a function of
the angle of attack in figures 10 and 11. The indicated
test results of Fairbanks and Loeser (differing somewhat
from each other) show that the computation lies entirely
within the range of measuring accuracy.
Example 2: i~lodelII (fig. 7) is a biplane cellule
dating from the Gottingen measurements at the time of the
world War (reference 28). We were led to measurements on
this model as a result of a still unpublished work by R.
Fuchs, where for this particular example no satisfactory
agreement in the --- values between the computation and
measurements could be attained. This model has the -pecul-
iar property of having the lower wing set at 4° less ‘than
the. upper wing. Moreover the gap-chord ratio is quite
small (h/t = 2/3) . With regard to the measured value’s
thero is to be observed the following. In’ the case of the
old Gottingen measurements, the stagger could not accurate-
ly be held at the constant value 005 t on which “the comput-
ation of Fuchs and also our own computation was based.
Thus the measured values for the lower wing are derived”
from the value a = 0..5 t and those of the upper wing from
the value a= 0.54’7 t. These measurements were then re-
computed in terms of a =0.5 t (in fig. 12 both values are
plotted) so that some uncertainty is attached to the. p”o”’ints
indicated.
In carrying out the computation, it appeared that” “the
method involviag a single lifting vortex filament for each
wing was not adequa’te, the main reason for which”was “to be
found in the small gap of the biplane. In addition, a re-
finement ‘in”the computation was nqcessary for the c~el’lu.le
a,ng~e.tif-”~’ttackrange in ,the neighborhood of ze’ro degrees.
.
... . ,.
,.
..
.,,
,. .,
,’
—.—
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In this rang= the lower w~n& has practical ly. no lift while
the measurements on the upper wing, which’.was still 4° “re-
moved from the zero lift’:angle ‘showed an effect by the
presence of the lower wing (figs. 12 and 13). We therefore
made use of the method”given in section V above. We ftrst
replaced the lower wing in the angle-of-attack range ’in
question by two lifting vortex elements while’ still using
a single vortex element for the upper wing.. The result ‘
was that also at th’e upper wing’at ~.= 00 there was.an
increase in lift and at the lower wing a decrease ‘in lift
as compared with the values obtained on the assumption of
a single vortex for eat-h wing. The agreeinent with the
measured values was still not quite sufficient. We there-
fore attempted to improve the computation by the assumption
of two lifting vortex filaments for each wing. This gave
an increase in lift for the upper wing over the entire
angle-of-attack range, so that good agreement was obtained
with the measurements, Sufficiently good agreement was in
this manner obtained also for the lower wing. .
Exairlple 3: The cellule of’ a,modern type airplane*
(fig. 7, model III) served as the next example. Figures
14 and 15 again show the measured. and computed decrease in
the total lift coefficient for the upper and lower wing
and it is seen that the computation sufficiently accurate-
ly’ represents the conditions. The deviation from the un-.
~isturbed wing is in this case not as large as in the pre-
vious examples. A more exact comparison of. the three
cases will be given below (section VII). In the neighbor-
hood of zero angle of attack, of..the wing, the ifiethodgiven
in section V was,used, each wing being, replaced by two ,
lifting lines. For this example. we also computed the lift
$.istribution for each wing for several, def”lection,s of the
ail,ero.ns, which were lo”cated on the upper “w.in&. Figure 16
shows the, externally induced angle of attack .aiU. at ,th.e
lowerwing’ for an aileron deflection
,, @q,. = *1 ($Q = +1
o
on the’ right wing and -1 on tne left). The lift distri-
bution of the upper wing i,.sshown in figure ?7 and that Of
the lower wing “in figure 18 for various aileron deflections
ang angles of attack. The effective rollinq-moment coef-
ficient cmQ for the entire cel..lulewould be, without in-
terference,, +0.582 for *1OO andAJo = + 14166 for. PQo =
‘+200., ,On account ,of the m~dified ,lift distribution of”the
lower wing, a’n effective rolling mo,ment in the cipposite di-
‘rectioh is produced so that the total rolling-moment coeffi-
-—— —— ——
*Tl~e test results were kindly made available to us by the
manufacturers.
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cient of the biplane cel,lule”is onlY +0.564 for ‘@Q. =
*1OO and +1.13
‘or ,@Qo, = @O. (The angle of attack
enters practically linearly and, therefore has only a
slight effect .on cmq.) Measurements of this kind that -
cou~d be used for comparison were not available., The re-
lations’ given are naturalLy valid for conditions below the
flow separation point.”’. Th’eeffect of the change in the
lift’ distribution.as compared with that of the monoplane
on the separation will be discussed” later (section VII).
Example 4: The computation for model IV (“fig. 7) was
carried out once for the unstaggered biplane (a = O; IVa)
and again for the staggered biplane (a/h = +0.45; IVb) by
the method of section” IV. Since tnc upper and lower wings
are equal, the computation.wa9 very simple as many expres-
sions could be determined with the two wings.in common:
Figures lS and 20 show tke total lift coefficients as a
function of the angle of attack for each wing and bring out
the effect of stagger. The result showed that the upper ‘
wing of the staggered cellule experiences hardly any de-
crease in lift, as compared with the unaffected wioa, ~hiie
the decrease is stronger for the lower wing, so that as a’
whole the cellule experiences a decrease in lift. Figures
19 and 20 further show that the third approximation is al-
so sufficient for this case where the mutual interference
is relatively large. In figure 21 are shown the polars*
for the upper wing, lower wing, and cellule, which, in case
of equal win~s must approximately agree. !?his is at ‘the
same time a check on the accuracy of the measurements and”
snows that in spite ‘of the many graphical integrations the
computation was carried out with sufficient accuracY.
Example .5: TO complete the series of examples, there
was computed as! a final examp?-e a cellule for which the span
of the lower wing was half as large as that of the,upper
wing, i.e., a sesquiplane (model V, fig. 7). The wings of
the freely chosen cellule are elliptical. Further, the gap
between the wings was chosen relatively sinall (h/t. = 0.75).
In the rather large resulting interference effect, which
changed the elliptic. lift distribution considerably, it was
necessary to carry out the computation for each wing as far
as the third approximation. Figures 22 and 23 show, .howeyer,
that a further refinement is not necessary.
.,
* Ewy was determined from the lift “distributions from .-
,! ...
.. .
1
>+1., ,.
=A (~i ~) d T.
.
-1
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VII. COMPARISON. OI? THE VARIOUS EXAMPLES
We shall now cdmpare the results for the various mod-
els .wit~aregard to several aerodynami.cal characteristics.
For this purpose there “was plott.e.d oh fi~ure 24 the inter-
ference angle of. attack at the upper and lower wing of each
‘model for the angle of attack, 5° (above zero angle of at-
tack) of the cellule so that the mutual interference ef-
fects could be compared in. each case. Further, in figures
Ca t
,25 to 29 are plotted the vatio — , the chord t, and
—
‘a
the ratio of the local Ca values to the total ~ value
of the wing under consider”atio.n. Figures 25 to 29 there-
fore give us information as to the position along the span
at which ther”e is overload and underload, respectively,
and thus show where the flow will first separate in the
neighborhood of ~~lnax. From the standpoint of rolling
stability, it is desirable’ that the middle portions of the
.
spans have a larger local Ca than the outside portions,
since in that case the separation will start in the neigh-
borhood of the fuselage. and spread out toward the wing tips.
Otilerwise, separation” starts at the winR tips, a result
which inay easily ,lead to, loss in lateral stability. It is
readily seen that an upwasn induced at the wing tips due to
interference opposes a favorable lift distribution without
interference effect; The effect ,will be unfavorable in the
neighborhood of
‘%aax particularly with regard to the ef-
fectiveness of the ailerons which in general operate in
this range. Such an upwash region is found in the case of
the upper wing of model I, figurs 24. The corresponding
range of overload in figure 25 i’s shifted b~ the presence
of the.lower wing fartnertoward the wing tip. Since also
the lower, wing of this model ‘shows the same effect to a
small extent, it is to be supposed t-hat the entire cellule
will have at large angles of attack unfavorable character-
istics with regard to the Ititeral stability.
. .
Since the upwash region discussed above is to be as-
cribed ,to t“heeffect of the trailing’ vortices, model II
(fig. 26) aild model, IV, on account of b. = bu, cannot
show “this effect ,(fig. 24). The ’upwash at’ the upper wing
of model II is due to the lifting vortex. Tne lower wing,
however, receives a domnwash of such magnitude that in
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ofde.r to attain again the lift that it wo~ld have in the ,..
undi’gturbed, flow, it would have $o..be set ,over a large :
,. part of’ the span,at ,,anan”gle”5~ ‘to 6“0higheri “-Mod,el II,
however, does not show the unfavorable lateral stability,
Characteristics of model I, a fact t.h.atis to be ascribed
to the rectangular shapes and the equal spans of the two
wings.
The” ~~ost favorable characteristics in every resppCt
are shown by model III.. The mutual interference as com-
pared with that of the other models 3.s smallest (fig. 24).
In spite of the fact that the lower wing of model III as
well as that of model I has a “smaller span than the upper
wing (“~/b. = 0.763, for model 111 and 0.708 for model I) ,
the,upwash at the tips of the upper wing of model III has
to some extent been avoided by suitably shaping the wings
so that the good load relations (fig. 27’) are not unfavor-
ably changed to any large extent and it may be stated that
this model shows good characteristics with regard to lat-
eral stability.
With regard to model IV (fig. 28), it is worth noting
that the overloading due to the interference effec”t is
soinewhat equalized as appears particularly in the lower
wing of the staggered cellule IVb where cat~~ and t
almost agree. The upper wing of model IVb shows almost
no effect (fig. 24). Otherwise, model IV shows character-
istics similar to model 11. The downwash at the upper wing
of model IV, however, due to the larger gap h of the
wings (fig. 7) is not so large (30 to 4° over a large part
of the span).
The particular reason for carrying out the computation
on model V was that a larger upwash region was expected at
the upper wins. This expectation was confirmed by the oum-
putation (fig. 24). The effect, however, is not so large
as not to be avoidable by a correspondingly moderately
large twist. There is to be sure such a large change in
the elliptic lift distribution (fig. 29) that the separat-
ion begins at the wing tips so that this model does not
appear to have safe lateral stability characteristics. For
biplane arrangements such as those of these examples, it
may be said that at ,least for the upper wing the rectangu-
lar plan form has advantages as compared with others,.
,.
. ,,
.
It may be pointed out in concluding that in addition
to the lift distribution, it is also possible to compute ‘
the induced drag as has been done for one case (fig. 21).
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A comparison with measurements Gives ,tn.enotewci’r.thyresult
that (for example, for ao”del :1”11)”-the pro.fil.d drag ~-
= (where ,= i S’taken fr-oinmeasuremen% s). was .qui”te con-
si~erab’ly i.ncfea”se”dat tile”:lowGr, wing’ throrikli. the effect
of the upper wing and sllovteda dep’en’’denc-eon the angle, of
attack (fig. 30) . To explain’ this it’woul”d”be “necessary
to investigate the press~ure and velocity relations in the
boundary layer of the lower wing, which, however, would lead
us beyond the” confines of this” report.
VIII. ‘SUMMARY”
. .:
After “a brief review of the work tilat has so far been
done on the biplane problem, there are set up the general
equations for the circulation distribution’ along the span
of the wings of a liplane ce’llule and a“ method of solution
indicated. Tll”&assumption is first made that each wing may
be replaced by a vortex element in the sensa of th”e Prandtl
airfoil theory. In the exainples conputed it appeared tilat
this assumption was” sufficient for the usual biplane ar.
rangements and the results of the computation show good
agreement ~ith’ the measurements’.
,,
A refinement “of the the-
ory is necessary, ‘nowever, in’ the n“eighlorh”ood of zero an-
gle of attack and for the case of v’cry”small gap-chord ra-
tio. By””the assum~t.ion of a double vortex system at “each
wins, better agreement is O-btained and t-ne curvature of
tile streamlines is likewise better taken into account.
With thi’s’assumption,
,.
tnere “is first set up a theory of the
monoplane and this theory is then applied to the’biplane.
With the aid of five examples, which cover the range of us-
ual biplane arrangements,’. it is shown how large”is the ad-
ditional angle” of att”ack’induced at each wing by the pres-
ence “of the other. The exahples”are also compared with
regard to stability about the longitudinal axis in the
neighborhood of ~~~ ‘“ ~. ‘: : ‘“
~~ax 0,
,.,.
. .
The author” is:v’er~ grateful fo’ithe many %aluable sug-
gestions of’Miss ILLotz during ~he.cbnduct bf thins inves-
tigation,”
.. <.
.,,.
,,
Translation. byS; Reiss,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics, “ “; :
,.
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Figure 16.- Magnitude of interference
angle of attack at lower
wing for deflection of aihron@Q = 1,
for various angles of attack of cellule.
a- Without interference by the lower
wing for$~= 10o and 200. b- with
interference by lower wing,~~= 10o.
c- with interference by lower wing,
B&= 200.
Figure 17.. Circulation distribution
for aileron deflections
at upper wing for various angles of
attack.
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Figure 18.- Circulatlon distribution
for the lower wing for de-
flection of ailerons at upper wing.
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Figure 27..’Lift distributions.
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Figure 30. - Profile drag of wings.
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